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The Conservation Resource Center is a nonprofit land conservation
organization that specializes in policy, research, outreach and education. In addition to its pioneering Tax Credit Exchange Program, the
conservation attorneys at the Center (CRC) work to advance land conservation in Colorado and throughout the nation. As part of our research and outreach, CRC periodically sends updates on conservation
news, policy and legislation. To see this update and all of our other
updates online, please visit our website at
www.taxcreditexchange.com.

House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
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is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.
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The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
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amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
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who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.
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One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
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Timing & Magnitude Issues
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have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
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who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
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Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
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Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
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The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
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complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
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Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
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million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
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certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
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Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
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similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
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their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
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have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
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The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
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Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
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will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
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have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.
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The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
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complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
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this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
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The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
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similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
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have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
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surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
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have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
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Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
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Timing & Magnitude Issues
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have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
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their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
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on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
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It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
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who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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updates online, please visit our website at
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
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The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
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we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
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can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
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The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
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who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
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have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
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to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
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Timing & Magnitude Issues
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and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
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easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
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only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
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completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
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recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
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The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
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Timing & Magnitude Issues
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The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
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this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
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have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
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Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
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have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
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Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
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only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
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Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
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their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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news, policy and legislation. To see this update and all of our other
updates online, please visit our website at
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
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that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
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only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
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will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
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can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
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complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
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The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
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complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
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transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
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this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
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complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
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House Bill - 1197
As many in Colorado’s conservation community are aware, HB-1197
passed this spring. HB-1197 places an overall, statewide annual limit on
the Colorado Conservation Easement Tax Credit for conservation easements donated in the years 2011, 2012, and 2013. In this update, we
will briefly summarize the salient components of the new statute and
we will then analyze the possible effects the statute will have on land
trusts and easement donors.

The Credit Cap
The Colorado legislature passed HB-1197 primarily as a response to the
state’s financial problems. About $52 million of conservation tax credits
have been claimed annually over the past several years in the state. HB
-1197 implements a statewide annual cap of $26 million on credits that
can be claimed for the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Once the cap of $26
million is reached for 2011, landowners who have completed easement
donations in 2011 but did not make it in under the cap will still receive
certificates and be placed on a wait list to use their credits in 2012 or
2013. Current Division of Real Estate estimates indicate that it will take
90-100 easement donations to reach the $26 million cap. As the statute
is currently written, the cap is set to expire at the end of 2013. It is important to note that the cap applies only to easement donations completed in the years 2011, 2012 and 2013. Credits earned from donations prior to those years are unaffected by the cap.

Credit Certificates
The Colorado Division of Real Estate will administer the credit cap
through a Tax Credit Certificate process. While the rules and regulations for this process are still being finalized, it is certain that the easement donor will need to submit a relatively simple application in order
to obtain a certificate and a “place in line” for the cap. Along with the
application, landowners will need to submit a copy of the recorded
easement, a copy of the appraisal affidavit and an application fee (the
amount of the fee is still unknown). As final rules and details of the
process are promulgated by the Colorado Division of Real Estate, the
Conservation Resource Center will issue an additional update.

Impact on Land Trusts, Landowners and the Tax
Credit Market - Practical implications of 1197
Background
The actual rules regarding the implementation of HB-1197 are not yet
complete, but when they are, it is likely that they will be relatively easy
to understand. At this time what is more important is to try to understand and plan for the real world practical effects of HB-1197. Because
the total dollar amount of credits that can be claimed in a year will be
more or less cut in half, this will certainly lead to some timing and strategic changes on the part of landowners and land trusts. CRC is in a
unique position to analyze this issue because of its involvement in Virginia (through CRC’s Director, Mike Strugar). Virginia’s situation was
similar to Colorado’s in that Virginia had a fully functioning transferable
tax credit program and then later imposed a first-come-first-served tax
credit cap that, like HB- 1197, cut the credits to approximately 50% of
their previous level. While Colorado and Virginia are different in many
ways, the experiences of the land trusts and easement donors in Virginia can be helpful to illuminate what we might see in Colorado in
2011, 2012 and 2013.

Timing & Magnitude Issues
In Virginia, everyone predicted that the imposition of the cap would
have two timing effects. First, it would cause donors to race to get their
current transactions in before the cap came into effect, and second,
that once the cap was in effect, donors would switch to doing their
transactions earlier in the year in order to be the first in line for the
cap.
The first prediction did come true in Virginia, and there was a large
surge in transactions just before the cap went into effect. However,
this might also have been caused by the fact that Virginia was simultaneously lowering its credit earning formula, and donors were trying to
complete their transaction under the more generous formula.
Importantly, though, the second prediction did not come true, and in
Virginia land trusts and donors overwhelmingly continued to finalize
their transactions late in the year – just as they had always done. In
Colorado, however, there is the additional effect of the cap on donors
who are engaged in phased transactions (something that does not happen in Virginia because there is no limit on the individual credit amount
and therefore no incentive to phase easement donations). So, it is possible that Colorado donors engaged in phased transactions might be
moved to do their subsequent transactions early in the year, even
though Virginia donors did not.
Finally, in Virginia it turned out that easement donors essentially self
regulated, and the aggregate transactions dropped by about 50% to fit
within the new cap. Thus, if Colorado follows suit, we may see that
easement activity will fall on its own, and the specter of long wait lists
as the cap is exceeded might not materialize.

Donor & Land Trust Behavior
One thing we did see in Virginia is that when a transaction was nearing
completion, donors seemed to suddenly become acutely aware of the
timing for the cap, and began pushing very hard to get all of the items
that they needed (e.g. a completed appraisal) for their credit application as soon after recording as possible. This put additional pressure
on the land trusts and service providers to complete any outstanding
work; no one wanted to be blamed for a delay that resulted in the donor not getting their application done soon enough and missing the
cap.

Lessons for Donors and Land Trusts
It appears that Colorado donors will not be able to apply for their credits until their easement is recorded and their full appraisal has been
completed and signed. Further, most appraisers will not complete and
sign the appraisal and appraisal affidavit until after the easement is
recorded. This will in all likelihood conspire to create a time crunch
immediately after recording, with obtaining the completed appraisal as
the most time-sensitive element. Thus, it can probably be assumed that
donors and land trusts (and all other involved parties) will need to be
closely coordinating timing with appraisers. This may mean it will be
necessary for land trusts to be proactive earlier in the easement donation process (particularly on behalf of donors who are phasing) by alerting donors of the new timing implications the cap may cause.

How CRC Will Help
The attorneys at CRC are always available to offer assistance to donors
and land trusts in navigating the new landscape once the cap is in
place. We are the only non profit credit facilitator in Colorado and the
only organization with firsthand experience on how to operate in a tax
credit program with a statewide cap. Please let us help you and your
donors continue successful conservation in the years ahead.

Helpful Links
Colorado Coalition of Land Trusts: www.cclt.org
Colorado Division of Real Estate: http://www.dora.state.co.us/realestate/conservation/taxcredit.htm
HB 1197: http://www.taxcreditexchange.com/
documents/2010HB1197.pdf
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